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……………things were easy then

salbutamol

ondansetron

ranitidine

salmeterol

sumatriptan



But we were lucky

Virtually all of the experimental work on which on which
the discovery and development of those drugs
depended was performed on animals …..

                             …. and it worked!

Salbutamol & salmeterol are bronchodilators.  They are
just as effective in guinea-pigs as in humans

Ranitidine inhibits gastric acid secretion.  It is just as
effective in rats as in humans



• drug targets are getting harder to hit - more complex
diseases, more complex treatments

• increasing awareness of toxic potential

• more rigorous post-marketing surveillance – eg coxibs

• decreasing drug life-cycles

• pharmacogenomics - genetic diversity in disease – one
size does not fit all

• competition

• limited healthcare budgets/reimbursement

So why is it now so difficult?



And the fact that animals increasingly seem to be letting
us down.

What has changed?



Nothing

Animals have always only ever given the ‘right’ answer to
some questions

We now have to try other approaches



Huang et al (2007)

L-454,560, a potent and selective PDE4 inhibitor with in vivo
efficacy in animal models of asthma and cognition.

Biochem Pharmacol. 73: 1971-81.

A lesson so many seem slow to take on board:

Which animals?
mouse and sheep – both of which have proved repeatedly and
profoundly unreliable species for this purpose, but are still used



If animals can’t be relied upon, what
are we to do?

It’s not rocket science  -  focus on the relevant!

Drugs are for humans, so focus on human biology



Directly

Indirectly

in vitro

ex vivo

in vivo

in vitro to validate
animal surrogates

Human Biology

in silico

ie clinical studies,
and as early as possible



Who should be driving it?

the pharma industry



Such organisations can only do so much

But who actually is?

Largely academics, charity-supported research groups
and small biotech start-ups with limited resources



We are going to hear about developments from :

Apredica

AstraZeneca

BioProof

Cornell University

Glasgow Caledonian University 

Optimata

Simugen

VaxDesign

Vienna University

Xceleron



Human Colonic Crypt Model

Dr Mark Williams (School of Biological Sciences University of East Anglia)

Wnt signaling pathways in colon cancer initiation



Aquaporin-1 expression and conventional aqueous
outflow in human eyes.
Stamer WD, Chan DW, Conley SM, Coons S, Ethier CR.
Exp Eye Res. 2008 Oct;87(4):349-55.

W. Daniel Stamer, PhD

Associate Head for Vision Research
Ophthalmology and Vision Science
University of Arizona

Human Ocular Aqueous Flow Dynamics in vitro



How do we know that these human-focused
novel approaches will perform any better
than those we currently use that are tried
and tested (and apparently trusted) ?

But isn’t change risky ?



But we could find out.

We don’t.



The SMT Initiative:

To set up a study to establish the comparative values
of ‘conventional’ and ‘alternative’ (ie human-focused)
approaches to drug discovery and development

ie  Are there better ways of doing it?



But even if such human-focused approaches
are successful, where are the human
volunteers and donors coming from ?



fortunately, humans are not rare



….. and in the main, they are very willing to contribute

but this resource is not being efficiently utilised



In 1996, Gordon Baxter and
I founded the world’s first

drug discovery and
development company to

focus entirely on the use of
human tissue

 Pharmagene Ltd
(now Asterand UK Ltd)



How to acquire the necessary tissue?

From hospitals

From tissue banks

From commercial tissue suppliers

From the transplant community

All tissue fully consented by donors and/or next-of-kin



How to access the necessary tissue?

In 1996 it was difficult to acquire viable human tissues

Legislation and the HTA have now provided the
necessary legal and practical framework

In 2008 it remains difficult to acquire viable human
tissues





Whether or not there is a policy of presumed consent
for organ donation, we need effective transplant
infrastructure to enable potentially available
organs/tissue to be harvested

The transplant service, the pharma industry and
politicians need to understand each other’s
requirements and to work together to make possible a
system by which human material can be acquired to
assist in all aspects of human healthcare



The current drug testing paradigm is not
working, and an alternative approach has
been proposed – we need to put it to the test

Access to the necessary human ‘participants’,
whether as volunteers for clinical studies or as
donors for in vitro experimentation can be
organised through existing infrastructure

SUMMARY

All it requires is imagination and commitment


